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Abstract  
Hundreds of Quake lakes were formed by the great Wenchuan Earthquake of May 12, 2008. Taking risk mitigation 
of Quake lakes on Mianyuan River for example, this paper qualitatively analyzes factors influencing breach risk of 
Quake lake group. These factors include river channel distance from landslide dam upstream to the upstream face of 
dam downstream, river channel characteristics, composition of landslide dam, breach water volume of upstream 
landslide dam, height and width of breach, and geometry of downstream landslide dams. Risk mitigation and retrofit 
measures are suggested for Quake lake group on Mianyuan River. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1. Introduction
Hundreds of Quake lakes were formed by the great Wenchuan Earthquake of May 12, 2008, in which 
more than 20 landslide dams (blockages) were formed on Mianyuan River in Mianzhu City, Sichun 
Province. They interact with each other, forming Quake lake group (see Fig 1),and poses great risks to 
the downstream areas, especially the production and living of the  residents returned to Qingping Town [1].
The total volume of landslide dam and river siltation in the upstream areas of Mianyuan River can 
reach up to more than 50 million m3, with a water storage when fully filled to more than 20 million m3.
According to hierarchical classification standard of Quake lake[2], Quake lakes in upstream of Mianyuan 
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River are all classified as High Risk. As a result of mutual influences between the Quake lakes, the 
difficulty of danger mitigation is greatly increased . 
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Fig 1 locationof  landslide dams on the upstream of Mianyuan River 
This paper discusses qualitatively the breach risk of Quake lake group, and identifies the Quake lakes 
with relatively high breach risk in the upstream of Mianyuan River. It also demonstrates that the common 
dam-breach model cannot be applied directly  to breach calculation of mountain rivers with steep 
riverbed slope and non-homogeneous dams. 
2. Deficiencies of common dam-breach model currently 
2.1. Instantaneous local breach of landslide dam 
At present in China, the formulas used for dam-breach model calculation mainly originate from the 
following three[3]:
The calculation formula for landslide dam which is composed of flexible materials and prone to form 
local breach: 
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The calculation formula simplified by U.S. waterways Experiment Station is on base of the formula 
above: 
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The calculation formula obtained by Water Science Research Institute of Yellow River Conservancy 
Commission under experiments : 
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Where: Qm—The largest dam-breach flow at dam site (m
3/s);
B— Width of water surface before dam and crest length when breach (m);
Ho— Water depth before dam when breach (m);
h— Depth from residual dam crest at breach mouth to water surface (m), and 
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h~— Height of residual landslide dam at breach mouth (m);
Obviously, according to the three formulas above, it can be showed that, the largest dam-breach flow 
at dam site is mainly determined by four parameters: width of water surface before dam and crest length 
when breach (B); water depth before dam when breach(Ho) depth from residual dam crest at breach 
mouth to water surface(h), and height of residual landslide dam at breach mouth(h~)ǄThree factors of 
Quake lake breach are mainly considered with these four parameters ü height of landslide dam, water 
volume of Quake lake and configuration of breach mouth. 
It’s not taken into account the terrain features of drainage area, cross-section form of the downstream 
reach of landslide dam, composition of landslide dam and the linkage impact caused by breach of Quake 
lake group. 
At the same time, this model calculates the dam-breach flow through assuming the shape of breach 
mouth previously, thus can not be used as the analysis foundation for breach possibility of landslide dam 
itself.
2.2. Routing of dam-breach flood to lower reaches 
At present, for the routing calculation of dam-breach flood to lower reaches in regions lack of 
information, the empirical formula of Water Science Research Institute of Yellow River Conservancy 
Commission is adopted in China. 
Calculation formula is as follows [3]:
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Where: QLM— The largest flow occuring where the dam-breach maximum flow routes to that is Lm to 
the dam site; 
W—The reservoir capacity when Dam-breach; 
QM—The largest flow of Dam-breach at dam site; 
L—The distance from the dam site; 
µüThe largest cross-section average velocity during flood, and 
K—Experience factor. 
The formula of Yellow River Conservancy Commission that validated by lots of practice and 
information mostly from domestic, seems to be generally suitable for China's situation. However, the 
information for verification derived primarily from plain reservoirs, about homogeneous earth dam, with 
small river gradient, and breach flood fading rapidly. 
Considering that Mianyuan River is located in mountains in north-western of Sichuan with steep 
mountain valley, large head drop, it’s much smaller for the results calculated according to this formula 
than that of floods measured. 
On June 12, 2008, the max flood in this drainage area on record is formed by Xiaogangjian Quake 
Lake as a result of a excess precipitation at one-time. The peak discharge rate of 3980 m3/s[1] estimated at 
about 7.6 km downstream is much different from the result calculated by empirical formula. 
3. Discussion on additional factors 
Mianyuan River, a tributary of Tuojiang River, originates from the north-western mountains. It is a 
seasonal river running through steep valley. The riverbed has an average slope of more than 60 ‰.. There 
are significant changes in water which is stable in rainless winter and spring seasons however brings 
about mountain torrents which often lead to debris flow in rainy summer and autumn period. 
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Quake lake group is formed on Mianyuan River, interacting on each other. Through the danger 
mitigation experience of Quake lakes on Baisha River and Shiting River, the breach of Quake lake group 
on Mianyuan River is qualitatively analysed, new influencing factors of breach are brought about on base 
of the previous, including: river channel distance from the breach section of landslide dam upstream to 
the upstream face of dam downstream, river channel characteristics, component of the landslide dam, 
breach water volume of upstream landslide dams, breach height and width, and properties of downstream 
landslide dams, etc. 
3.1. River channel distance from the breach section of landslide dam in the upstream to the upstream 
face of dam in the downstream 
For that the downstream face of Gangou Landslide dam is linked with the reservoir tail of Yigangqiao 
Quake Lake and the water-head between the two Quake lakes is small, the river channel distance can be 
basically equated with the reservoir length of Yiganqiao Quake Lake. Supposing that Gangou Quake lake 
breaches, the breach water will directly flow into Yigangqiao Quake lake and the lake water could play a 
important role in energy dissipation. Thus, there will be little impact on the downstream for the breach of 
Gangou Quake Lake. 
The river channel distance from Yigangqiao Quake Lake to Xiaomuling Quake Lake downstream is 
about 1.5km with river gradient more than 80 ‰ [1] at this reach, loose bed structure , and much river 
deposits. If Yigangqiao Quake Lake breaches, mud-rock flows will be most likely formed whose 
enormous impact could lead to breach of Xiaomuling Quake Lake. Therefore, series-breach may most 
probably be formed in Quake lakes downstream in case of breach of Yigangqiao Quake Lake (see Fig 2). 
Fig. 2 Discharge chute excavating of Yigangqiao Quake Lake 
3.2. Characteristics of river channel 
The Quake lake group discussed is widely distributed on trunk stream and tributaries of Mianyuan 
River,thus its river channel characteristics must be considered when analysising the breach factors of it. 
In view of that Mianyuan River belongs to mountain rivers with lager gradient, obvious river siltation 
after earthquake, loose structure and mountain torrents that easily to break out, it is also need to be taken 
into consideration comprehensively the location distribution of different Quake lakes on river—different 
locations, different dangers. For example, Xujiaba Quake Lake is located on the upmost reach of 
Mianyuan River,holding approximately 1h107 m3 of water, the dam heigh more than 110m [1] , that 
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could be regarded of large reservoir and high dam, but for the cause of its location on the upmost, small 
catchment area, wide and thick dam body, it’s significantly lowered for the dam-breach risk. So none of 
emergency disposal needs to be carried out before the flood season in 2009. 
3.3. Abbreviations and Acronyms 
The component of landslide dam is one of the important factors to determine the breach pattern of 
landslide dam which is mostly formed due to a bed-parallel landslide into the river of a mountain side. 
Usually the top-down structure of landslide dam is similarly layered, at the lower of which, lumpiness is 
great, occlusion degree well, water permeability well, and it is basically not possible of seepage failure 
occurring; at the middle and upside, lumpiness is small, structure loose, and it is susceptible to erosion 
damage; and at the surface, a certain amount of slope wash soil retain in general. Taking Tangjiashan 
Quake Lake for example[4], the final location of breach mouth when drain breach is along the layer 
between block rubble layer and gravel with isolated block layer. Therefore, it’s believed that depth of 
breach mouth need to be determined according to the similarly layered distribution of landslide dam, 
instead of the width of it in breach model commonly used. 
3.4. Breach water volume of landslide dam 
Zhongzui Quake Lake with a storage capacity of about 200,000 m3 is located on the upper reaches of 
Yangjiagou Quake Lake (see Fig 3) with a storage capacity of about 850,000 m3. Before the flood season 
of 2009, the drain breach of Zhongzui Quake Lake had none of impact on Yangjiagou Landslide dam, 
while large erosion occurred to Dishuiyan Landslide dam downstream at the lowering of water level and 
danger mitigation of Yangjiagou Quake Lake. 
Fig. 3 Yangjiagou Landslide dam 
It is shown that the breach of landslide dam is related to the flow and location of itself. If the Quake 
lake with large storage capacity is situated in the upstream of that with small, it is necessary of 
emergency disposal for the dam with large. In contrast, supposing the dam with small storage capacity is 
located in the upstream while that with large in the downstream, there is no need of treatment or just need 
of treatment later. 
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3.5. Height and width of breach 
The height and width of breach, that is, the breach pattern, is one of the main factors determining the 
affected area in downstream by breach. Mainly on base of the comprehensive consideration of factors 
including material composition, particle size, and the layering and distribution situation in middle and 
upstream of dam body, etc, it’s believed that dam body can not generally be breached entirely. Even one-
off blast for drain breach carried out on Xiaogangjian Landslide dam, it did not reach to global breach 
and with dam body mainly composed of large isolated block possessing height more than 30 m left. 
3.6. Height and width of breach 
Geometry of landslide dam is a key factor to determine its own stability that the parameters such as 
thick high ratio, and upstream and downstream slope, etc, are commonly used for it. And the use of 
Bishop method usually make sense. It is no longer repeated in this paper. 
3.7. Other factors 
Landslide dam breach is under mutual influencing of various factors, rather than a single or just 
several. So when determining the breach risk of landslide dam, the various factors mentioned above are 
necessary to be comprehensively considered, as well as the factors just like storm intensity in lake region, 
steep rise and drop of lake water, and a second river block risk for landslide of the mountain on both 
sides, etc, at the same time. 
4. Identification of landslide dams requiring emergency disposal 
More than twenty river blocks due to landslide were formed by the great Wenchuan Earthquake of 
May 12, 2008 in the upstream mountainous area on Mianyuan river in Mianzhu City which was hard hit 
in the earthquake, and 16 of the Quake lakes have a storage capacity larger than 100,000 m3. In 
descending order, these lakes are : Xujiaba Quake Lake, Changheba Quake Lake, Zhongzui Quake Lake, 
Yangjiagou Quake Lake, Dishuiyan Quake Lake, Yikeshu Quake Lake, Ergangqiao Quake Lake, Gangou 
Quake Lake, Yigangqiao Quake Lake, Xiaomuling Quake Lake, Famuchang Quake Lake, Dabachang 
Quake Lake (located in the tributariesüYellow River exit), Heidongya Quake Lake, Xiaogangjian 
Quake Lake, Xiaotianchi Quake Lake (located in the tributariesüTianchi ditch export) and Yibadao 
Quake Lake. Combined with the comprehensive consideration of a variety of factors, landslide dams 
requiring emergency disposal are ensured in this paper, as follows: 
4.1. Yangjiagou landslide dam 
The dam body is composed of stony soil in the majority, with poor anti-erosion ability. It’s of great 
probability for the mountain body on right bank to block river again for landslide when heavy rains. With 
small Quake lake in the downstream, series breaches are easily to be formed. 
4.2. Yigangqiao landslide dam 
It’s poor of the stability of itself with thin dam body and large storage capacity. With small Quake lake 
in the downstream, series breaches are easily to be formed. 
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4.3. Xiaogangjian landslide dam 
A large number of residual body of debris flow (about 250,000 m3, see Fig 4) exist at the mountain on 
left bank that it’s easy for river to be blocked again.The landslide dam is only 7.6 km from the protected 
areas downstream with a serious breach impact. 
Fig. 4 Landslide mass on left bank of Xiaogangjian Quake Lake 
5. Risk mitigation measures 
5.1. Yangjiagou Quake Lake: 
Excavating of the new discharge chute, reducing of water storage capacity to the greatest degree, 
lowering of water level, proper reinforcing of the entrance to discharge chute, and anti-scour measures 
necessary to two sides of the discharge chute and downstream slope. The discharge chute needs to be 
arranged as far as possible away from the landslide on the right bank to prevent further down slide block 
of the discharge [5].
5.2. Yigangqiao Quake Lake: 
Engineering measurs include excavating and removing of the landslide dam and dredging of blocked 
river section in the downstream. 
5.3. Xiaogangjian Quake Lake: 
Broadening and deepening of the discharge chute already existed currently, further reducing of water 
storage capacity, anti-scour measures necessary to two sides of the discharge chute, dredging of river 
downstream, excavating and removing of the large residual body of debris flow remaining on the left 
bank and setting of diversion trench on it. 
It is very necessary to enhance rainfall and water level monitoring in the entire drainage area to ensure 
the successful execution of these risk mitigation measures[6].
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6. Conclusions
Through comprehensive analyses of various influencing factors, engineering measures have been 
proposed and applied in those landslide dams with highest breach risk; little damages were caused by 
quakes lakes in Minyuan River in the flood season of 2008. Based on risk mitigation of Quake lake group 
on Mianyuan River, various factors influencing Quake lake breach are qualitatively analyzed in this 
paper.
At present past dam breach data and experimental studies results are being collected in order to 
develop empirical formula suitable for mountainous river dam-breach flood analysis and dam-breach 
models for quantitative analysis of Quake lake group. 
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